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NEXT MEETING

REPORT ON DECEMBER MEETING (14.12.2016)
Our traditional December meeting’s protocol was varied to
include a segment led by Howard Jones inspired by the Antiques
Roadshow TV program. Howard kept the audience guessing with
a diverse range of unusual objects from his collection and
borrowed from others. They included ice-cream moulders, a hat
stretcher and an American aluminium egg timer.
The main theme of the evening “Events That Shaped Albury” did
not disappoint with a wide range of topics covered by four of our
members. Roma Freeman spoke on the vast improvements made
to infant health and survival by the opening of the CWA Baby
Health Centre in Albury in 1928. Joe Wooding believed that the
election of Mr Cleaver Bunton to Council in 1925 and his lifetime
contribution to public duty left an indelible mark on Albury’s
development. Richard Lee thought that Alexandra Park and the
many sports men and women excelling on its turf have made a
wonderful contribution toward the recreational quality of life of
the city today. Dr Pennay explored the effects of decisions to act
and to refrain from action on the future of the town. What if the
indigenous people had decided to impede the explorers Hume and
Hovell in 1824 instead of letting them pass through freely?
Would the crossing place have been developed in a perceived
safer location? Natalie Bittner, a Collections and Exhibitions
Officer at the Albury LibraryMuseum told us about her varied
and interesting job in installing complex exhibitions and curating
a wide range of objects. She is currently working on the DSI
(Borg Warner) Factory collection which includes items of large
industrial machinery, work clothes and office equipment.
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Events that shaped albury
Albury Baby Health Centre by Roma Freeman
The role of Dr Cleaver Woods and the Country Women’s Association of NSW.
How many remember taking their
infant children to the Baby Health
Centre in Kiewa Street? The building
still exists but now is not used for the
purpose for which it was built.
The Albury Branch of the Country
Women’s Association of NSW was
formed in 1927. The aim was to
establish a Baby Health Centre for the
town. As a forerunner a rest room and
tea room were established in rooms in
AMP Lane.
Early in 1928 Dr Woods spoke of a
necessity of a Baby Health Clinic and
with
Albury Public School 1948. Class 5A. Lou Lieberman, Third from the
left.the support of other organisations
OldPhotograph
CWA Baby Courtesy:
Health Centre,
St, Albury.
RonKiewa
Haberfield
many
innovative functions were held
Photograph Courtesy: Doug Hunter
by a group of energetic women and
men working tirelessly to raise funds for the purpose. At the March 1928 meeting of CWA,
Dr Cleaver Woods the Government Medical Officer spoke about the need for the formation of a
Baby Health Clinic in Albury. This being the purpose for which the branch was formed, the
meeting voted unanimously in favour and premises in AMP Lane owned by Mr. George Malouf
were inspected.
A telegram was received at a special meeting from the Secretary for Public Health on 27 March
approving the opening of a Baby Health Centre on the same site as the tea and rest rooms, it
would be opened with an afternoon tea. At the Annual meeting of CWA in April 1928 the branch
had to wait for the Board of Health to appoint a Nurse. Dr Woods again addressed the meeting
and all 19 members at that meeting were formed into a Working Committee.
The Farmer and Settler 22 June 1928
Albury Baby Health Centre.
“June 29th is the date fixed for the opening of the Albury Baby Health Centre, by Dr. Sydney
Morris (Director of Maternal Welfare) and on the same day Mrs. Mat Sawyer (President of the
Association) will officially open the combined rest and tea rooms. The rest room in Centreway
Chambers is actually open and is being conducted by voluntary labour for the present, which
members have promised to continue until funds permit of a paid attendant.”
Unknown newspaper Excerpt 29 June 1928.
Baby Health Centre To be Opened This Afternoon: A Valuable Institution
“The opening of the Albury Baby Health Centre, under the auspices of the Country Women’s
Association will take place at 3 o’clock this afternoon at Centreway Chambers, and it should
constitute a very important factor in young Australia.
The Baby Health Centre, although it will not be officially opened until this afternoon, has already
proved that it will be a decided acquisition. The knowledge of the good work that these bodies
have performed in other centres has preceded it, and Sister E.E. Swannell who has charge of the
centre has received 17 visitors from Hilltop, Rand and other districts, including Albury.
Dr. Morris, who is in charge of Women and Baby Health Centres throughout the state, will open
the new apartments which have been secured in Centreway Chambers, AMP Lane, at 3 o’clock
this afternoon. Nurse Lucy Spencer, Inspector of Baby Health Centres will also deliver an
address. The speakers will outline the work of the institutions and mothers will be repaid for
attending this afternoon’s function. The Deputy Mayor, Ald. Burt will occupy the chair.
The apartments secured consist of two rooms on the ground floor in the south end of the building,
entering from the lane one finds a bright, attractive waiting room with a number of new chairs
and a table. In one corner is a baby’s crib, with which to demonstrate to mothers how the bed
should be made and the correct way to tuck in the baby.
The inner room contains a pair of scales, three white enamelled cupboards, a table, a bath, etc.
The scales are very important. If babies are brought regularly to the centre their progress may be
ascertained by weighing.
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If the increase in weight is not up to standard, the sister is able to diagnose the cause. The bath is
used to show how infants should be bathed. The presses are replete with towels and other
accessories and a stock of literature is carried which tells all about care and feeding of the babies.
This institution will prove a boon to hundreds of people, and it will make for happier babies and
happier homes.”
They didn’t stay at this address for very long as a Mr Beasley offered to rent them premises in
Dean Street.
In July the branch received a telegram from The Central Executive of CWA congratulating the
branch on the opening of the Baby Health Centre.
In April 1933 the Minister for Justice Mr Martin and Mr Alex Mair MLA were asked to help
obtain land on which a Baby Health Centre could be built. In June they were granted land in
Kiewa Street, part of the Police Paddock. Seventy five per cent of the money had to be on hand
before building could commence. In December 1934 Dr Woods laid the foundation stone and it
was officially opened on 27 April 1935. Guarantors for the project were Messrs. Waugh, Arnold
and Grey.
The Albury CWA branch maintained the Baby Health Centre until it was taken over by the NSW
Department of Health in 1981 and the service moved to the Mercy Hospital.
In 1996 Early Childhood services moved to the Community Health Building in Smollett Street.
The original building is owned by the CWA of NSW and still maintained by Albury CWA which
lets the premises with the assistance of the Apex Club of Albury. The land is still leased.
Diphtheria immunisation commenced in Australia in 1932. The advent of Baby Health Centres
facilitated Immunisation and thus in time the prevention of many of the childhood diseases.
Hand in hand with science and technology we have moved to a society where the mortality rate in
babies and children under 5 had dropped from 4,818 per 100,000 in 1907 to 248 in 1998. The rate
was slightly higher in boys than girls.
The infant mortality rate in 2012 was 3.3 infant deaths per 1,000 live births, a decrease on the rate
in 2011 (3.8 infant deaths per 1,000 live births). Ten years ago in 2002, the infant mortality rate
was 5.0 deaths per 1,000 live births.
More than 50% of the fall had occurred by 1930 and more than 80% by 1960. The rates at the end
of the 20th century were very low. The most important contribution to under 5yo mortality was
death in infancy. The death rates in 1-4 year old children were much lower throughout the last
100 years, although the pattern of their fall was similar to infant death rates. Once a child
survived beyond its first year, even in early 1900s, its chances of survival were good.
William Cleaver Woods, M.B., Ch.M. Edinburgh, M.D. (25 April 1852 – 9 April 1943) was a
physician, politician and pioneer in Australian medical science specializing in X-rays for
diagnostic applications and perhaps the first in the world to utilize x-rays for the treatment of
cancer.
Dr. Woods was born in 1852 at West Derby, Lancashire, England, the son of Richard and
Catherine Woods (née Cromwell). At the age of 10, his family moved to Melbourne in Australia
and Woods grew up in Ballarat. He graduated from Melbourne University.
In 1876, he returned to England and attended Edinburgh University and the University of
Edinburgh Medical School and graduated in 1882 with the degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and
Master of Surgery and then the M.D. degree. On 7 September 1883, the Medical Board of
Victoria met and accepted Woods’ diploma and registered him as No. 1089, William Cleaver
Woods, M.B. Ch.M. Edinburgh, 1882 from Albury. On 15 September 1883, the Australian Medical Journal reported in the Local Subjects section that Dr. W.C. Woods had been appointed
Health Officer at Wodonga, Victoria.
In 1886, he was awarded a doctorate
with the thesis on the association
between dogs, sheep and hydatids.
In 1888, Woods opened the Burnley
Private Hospital in central Albury and
in 1903 established a medical office on
Swift Street.
Medicine Bottle from the Collection of Marion Taylor.
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In 1896, Woods became the first physician in Australia and among the first in the world to utilize
x-rays to treat cancer of the larynx.
In 1901, Woods was awarded a doctorate from the University of Melbourne with an additional
thesis on hydatids. Also in 1901, Woods reported on Roentgen Rays for Cancer in the medical
notes of the Australasian Medical Gazette. He married Margaret Grieve in Albury in 1889.
The Woods had a large family with 9 sons and 2 daughters. The sons included Dr. Robert G.
Woods, also known as the Flying Doctor of Broken Hill, Dr. Leslie S. Woods, of Albury, Dr.
John Grieve Woods, from Goulburn, Geoffrey C. Woods a stock agent of Lockhart, and Norman
Woods a lawyer from Sydney. Dr. Eric Woods who served in the first World War had been the
Government M.O. at Hay, NSW, died suddenly at the age of 44 in Melbourne.
The daughters were Mary (Rice) and Annie (Manning). Four sons died prior to his death and my
research tells me that three probably died in infancy. This may be the reason that Dr Woods was
so passionate about infant welfare. Dr Cleaver Woods died in 8th April 1943 in Sydney, he is
buried in the Waugh Road New Cemetery, North Albury.
References: CWA minute books. Trove NLA.
How Alexandra Park and Sport shaped Albury by Richard Lee
Alexandra Park originally included the Scots school land but was cut by the new railway line
around 1880. Dr Andrews says that in 1878 this area of 5 acres was granted for showground use.
Later in January 1886 further land was proclaimed. The land was roughly where the East Albury
Tennis Courts are. By January 1890 the majority of the Park was proclaimed as a recreation area.
Four yellow circles on a map show the original cricket grounds on Old Alexandra Park. The East
Albury Cricket Club was formed in October 1945 and another club the Newmarket was formed in
1948. Joe Klippel had a Garage at Newmarket and various meetings involving sport would take
place there. Klippel was the inaugural President of the East Albury Cricket Club. He also had a
firm hand in forming the East Albury Tennis Club. This club just finished new clubrooms in
February 2015.
In 1952 the two cricket clubs produced a turf wicket at ground one. Some of you may remember
an old corrugated iron green shed there. In the cricket season you could always hear a upset
cricketer clattering his bat into the back tin wall, due to a dubious decision made by an umpire.
The facilities at Alexandra Park were sparse and with no toilets. In August 1962 a small upgrade
occurred with an army hut being transported to the old hockey fields.
Through the 1970s and 80s hockey had starting to gain traction with some of the biggest Easter
Hockey carnivals taking place. Wayne Shepherd, the Administrator at the time was able to entice
teams from as far away as Fiji and Taiwan. Hockey moved on from grass fields to some sand surfaces and, eventually the first synthetic sand base field were built in 1988 and a second by 1993.
In 2009 new dry synthetic pitches were established. Two notable goal keepers who played there
were Steve Mowlam, Australian men's player. The other making her way now is Jocelyn Bartram
who just represented Australia in the International Festival of hockey.
The old tip in Keene Street seems to have opened about 1970 and closed by 1975. This area is
now soccer fields. They are named after Ian Barker a noted sportsman and owner of a chemist
shop in Dean Street. The new Alexandra Cricket field was opened in 1981. This opened up space
for the new hockey fields and athletics track. The first six hit on the new field was by East’s
Geoff Milliken. He gained state selection for a short time. Geoff made a century on the MCG and
at Lavington sports ground, only to be dropped for Mark Taylor who went on to Captain
Australia. Another State player for the club was Dominic Thornely, he debuted for NSW in 2003
he played Australia A, and was Captain
of NSW for a season. Arthur Allen was
a long time president of East Albury, a
Life member of all things cricket and he
was Albury Citizen of the Year in 1985.
He was possibly one of the best all
rounders seen in Albury-Wodonga.

John Sykes-Arthur Allen Memorial Pavilion
Murrayfield
Albury Wodonga Rugby Union Football Club
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The Athletics complex started somewhere in the 80s. It was upgraded in 2015 to gain an IAAF
Class 2 Certification. This track is noted for being a training facility for the 2000 Olympic
Games. Albury has produced some great athletes. Pat Scammell holds the Australian record for
the most sub minute miles, 28 in fact. Pat attended two Olympics and four Commonwealth
Games. Possibly the most noted coach here was Marc Arnold.
The Rugby viewing room was opened in Feb 2016. The Steamer’s John Sykes was a long time
stalwart of the club and a great clubman. In their 40 years of existence they have used various
fields, but now call Alexandra Park home and have christened it ‘Murrayfield.’
St Patrick’s Soccer Club locates themselves on the North Street Oval. During summer evenings
the Bhutanese cricket boys are also on the North Street oval and occasionally some fitness groups
training there.
Across the road is the Lauren Jackson Basketball centre. Lauren is one of the big three sports
people of Albury. The second would be Margaret Court, June Shanahan’s book states she was a
member of the St Patricks Tennis Club for a short time. This club is now next to the basketball
stadium but in October 1986 the club had land in South Albury which was brought by the
Housing Commission and the club then moved to Andrews Street. The third is Hayden Bunton
the three time Brownlow medallist and cricketer. Surely he had to have a game of cricket at
Alexandra Park. Sportsmen and women have helped Alexandra Park in shaping Albury.
What a Difference a Few Inches made to Albury by Doug Hunter
Last week Jan and I travelled
to Melbourne for the day.
We went down by train and
returned by bus owing to a train
malfunction. The journey
both ways was comfortable and
pretty much on time, but it
made me think of an event which
occurred 164 years ago in
Sydney, an event which had a
hand in shaping Albury and continues to do so today. In 1852, newly appointed NSW railway
engineer, James Wallace, suggested the NSW parliament reverse its selection of the 5 foot 3 inch
rail gauge in favour of the 4 feet 8½ inch gauge. The NSW parliament adopted the
recommendation which at a stroke shaped Albury for a hundred years and more. NSW had a
history of changing its mind on the rail gauge. In 1848 the gauge of 4ft 8½ was adopted for the
Colony. In 1850 the legislature changed its mind and adopted 5ft 3in. And again in 1852 they
reverted to 4ft 8½. All’s well one might think except in 1951 Victoria had become a Colony in its
own right, and by the time NSW advised Victoria of its change of heart it was too late, Victoria
had already begun to lay track for the railway to Hobsons Bay (Port Melbourne) and had ordered
rolling stock, all for the 5ft 3 gauge. So in 1883 when the NSW and Victorian lines met at
Albury, they were of different gauges and thus Albury became the place where all passengers
changed trains and all freight was transferred from one train to the other. The boost to
employment was enormous and Albury benefitted from it. Wool and wheat from the rich
Riverina could be transported to Sydney or Melbourne from the one location. The combination of
handling these commodities and railway yards was by far the town’s biggest employer. During
the Second World War, the Albury area was seen as an ideal location for a substantial military
camp. Men and supplies could be transferred north or south on the two rail lines. In 1962, the
standard gauge, 4ft 8½, was completed and trains were able to run from Sydney to Melbourne.
But the Albury to Melbourne service continued on the broad gauge line until 2008 when the
decision was made by the Victorian parliament to convert the broad gauge line to standard gauge.
This work was completed in 2011, so the Albury to Melbourne now runs on the standard gauge
line making it the only Victorian train not using the broad gauge and consequently not
interchangeable with locomotives and rolling stock throughout the rest of Victoria. So when the
limited number of locomotives and carriages suitable for standard gauge breaks down, it’s onto
the buses. Thus, that decision made in 1852, continues to shape Albury.
Special thanks to the Commercial Club Albury Ltd for supplying a meeting
room for many years and also for their continued support.
Please click on the logo to access their website.
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Five decisions that were crucial to the shaping of Albury and district by Dr Bruce Pennay
First is a half decision: half because it involved doing nothing, half because there is no easy way
of finding out why it was taken. This was the decision of the Indigenous people of the district
not to impede or facilitate the passage of the Hume and Hovell exploration party as it moved
towards the well-worn crossing places just above the entry of Bungambrewatha Creek and just
below the entry of the Mitta Mitta River. The Indigenous people watched and chose to do
nothing.
Result: Their inaction allowed this place to be charted as part of a safe and navigable route
between Yass and the Port Phillip district.
Second is the decision by Governor Gipps to establish a police hut and a town on the north bank
of the Murray River. Literally the origin of the word Albury is ‘old fort’. But it began as new
fort (a police hut or armed fort) with an adjacent town. It was to be one of seven police huts and
seven towns Governor Gipps established beyond Yass at strategically important river crossing
places to protect travellers to the Port Phillip District and to hinder the escape of convicts, after
the Faithfull Massacre in 1838, for that massacre threatened the expansion of white settlement.
Result: Albury was founded on an officially defined land route that Governor Gipps had
secured.
Third is the decision by the Victorian Government to build a railway to the southern bank of the
Murray River. This decision followed the success of the Melbourne-Echuca railway line that
tapped the vast pastoral trade of southern New South Wales in 1864. That railway took the wool
produce of the Riverina to the Port of Melbourne, and opened southern New South Wales to
Melbourne suppliers. The North-east railway was to attract similar two-way trade, most
particularly in taking wine to Melbourne for export. One of the railways chief instigators was JT
Fallon, the Albury-based wine producer and marketer and politician.
Result: This decision set what was to become the principal rail and road route between Sydney
and Melbourne. The route seemed indelible, and Albury-Wodonga forever the principal
crossing place between the two colonies. But it lost force with air travel and is apparently going
to lose more force with fast train travel proposals.
Fourth is the decision by the Commonwealth and State Governments to build the Hume Dam.
Work started in 1919 on one of the world’s largest water conservation projects.
Result: This decision established Albury as the key keeping place of the headwaters of
Australia’s largest and most important river. It completed the development trifecta for Albury,
the enhancement of the three Rs of regional development road, rail and river.
Fifth and last is the decision by Mars Corporation to site Uncle Bens pet factory in Wodonga.
This was one of a series of industrial development decisions and followed hard on the
enlargement of Donga Abattoir. It was different in that Uncle Bens was a huge investment by a
large international firm which confirmed the area’s development as a manufacturing and
distribution centre. As a direct and immediate result of the Mars factory development, the
Victorian Government nominated Wodonga-Albury as one of five centres for selective
decentralisation. New South Wales agreed to cooperate and established Borg-Warner as a
matching commitment.
Result: Gough Whitlam seized on the two-state initiative to launch Albury-Wodonga as a
National Growth Centre, a manufacturing and distribution centre in regional Australia: a city in
the country. Today, 25 per cent of the workforce of the Masterfoods factory, like 25 per cent of
the workforce of Wodonga as a whole, comes from north of the border. The factory continues to
affirm the hyphen between Albury and Wodonga as one labour market, one place.
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SHOW AND TELL
Howard Jones showed a mix of antiques and
some objects that kept members guessing.
1. Icecream makers or moulders: Two
icecream moulders came from Leighton
Passant, which he left to the society along with
a lot of books. The Passants used them in their
shop.
2. AWA Fisk Radiola radio: A radio made
entirely in Australia about 1937, and a
splendid art deco item, loaned by Peter Batson.
A brown Bakelite case protects the valves.
This model, R52, is also known as "Big
Brother", and is similar to the "Empire State"
models. This radio uses 240-volt power but
battery models were made for rural areas.
3. Children's records: Mimosa and Pigmy were
1920s British record labels. They issued small
(5½ inch and 6 inch) records aimed primarily at
children, for use on 78rpm toy wind-up tinplate
gramophones. Howard paid $2 each for these in
the Rotary Sunday market.
4. Flashlight: A finely-crafted timber box
lantern or hand torch made by Ever Ready,
possibly around 1921. A sliding door opens to
house batteries. Thanks to Peter Batson again.

5. Hat stretcher: Loaned by Perls, the hat stretcher has been in the Olive Street shop since the
1940s when Bill Hayhoe started there. The sizing gauge is stamped Godfreys Pty Ltd Melbourne.
The hat, perhaps with the leather dampened, is placed on the aluminium dome; when the handle is
turned, the dome section splits, forcing the hat to expand. The Powerhouse Sydney and Museum
Victoria have similar items, but Perls still find their treasure useful!
6. Jesus Deck of cards: A Christian education tool developed in the US in 1972, consisting of 52
cards, divided into Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, plus two jokers. This Swiss-made version was
devised by a group of Americans that included two clergymen, an artist and a producer of
religious films. It is stamped Wodonga Catholic Parish Catechetics Resource Centre, and was
found in a local opp shop.
7. Egg timer: Wodonga Historical Society's
museum loaned an American aluminium egg
timer with bakelite knob. Probably made in St
Louis in the 1950s. Another great opp shop
find!
8. Stan Jackling's baton: Noel Jackling brought
a musical treasure - one of the batons used by
his father, Stan, when he conducted the Albury
Choral Society and other choirs. It may well
have been the baton he used when Joan
Sutherland sang with the choir in 1950.
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The Committee is pleased to announce that the Society website is back online after
considerable effort from our webmaster Greg Ryan and technical support from our
new IT specialists Coxtech. (See under our Corporate Sponsors below.)
Please take a few minutes to take a look at our new website which is now more
secure and updated. Just click on the happy gif on the right!

Journeying through the journals
‘Descent’

– Society Australian Genealogists – Dec 2016. – (Online)
John Lea, Monumental Mason – Part Two
‘E-Muster’ – Central Coast NSW – Dec 2016. – (Online)
A Collection of Laundry Items from Years Gone By
‘FAHS e-Bulletin’ – No 158, Dec 2016 – (Online)
As part of a Cultural Tourism Toolkit, Albury’s Yindyamarra Sculpture Walk is used as a case
study.
‘History’ – Royal Australian Historical Society Magazine – Dec 2016
Lists 2016 Cultural Grant Winners one, being the Albury City Band.
‘National Trust’ – New South Wales – Dec 2016 – (Online)
Places listed on the National Trust Register during 2016 include the Hume Highway from
Haberfield to South Albury.
‘Royal Australian Historical Society Journal’ - Australia – June 2016
‘Drama at the Albury Racecourse 1934: The international airliner KLM Royal Dutch Airlines
Douglas DC-2 Uiver’.
An article written by Albury Society members, Noel Jackling and Doug Royal on the plane’s
emergency landing at Albury racecourse, its freeing from mud conditions by locals and the
take-off attempts.
‘Royal Australian Historical Society Journal’ - Australia – Dec 2016
Richard Guise: Englishman or French duke.
Of interest if your ancestor is or was a Guise, Huon de Kerilleau, Huon or
‘de Kerilleau’.
‘Royal Australian Historical Society e-Newsletter - Dec 2016
Nominations and submissions called for the Aboriginal History Prize, Deen De Bortoli
Award for Applied History and the Max Kelly medal. Applications close: 31 March
2017.

A&DHS Corporate Supporters

https://www.facebook.com/Albury.DHS
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